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LIO TOKEN PASSION FOR SPORTS

THE PASSION FOR SOCCER
LIO Tokens have been taking the football world by storm lately,
offering supporters new ways to interact and get involved with their
chosen team or competition,but there's much more to LIO Tokens than
just football, with other sports, such as the NBA, NHL, NFL and
Formula 1, getting in on the act.
A LIO Token is a digital asset created on a blockchain that grants its
owner access to a service that sports organizations provide to their
fans through the Token.You only pay for LIO Tokens once, so there is
no need for a subscription.
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1. Abstract
Cryptocurrencies technology was truly born when a person or group of
people using the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamotopublished a Whitepaper
explaining how the system would work It reached a long awaited
solution for the double spend problem, since digital currencies
existed before but anyone could duplicate their funds and make “fake
money” at will.The blockchain technology brought more than just
cryptocurrencies, it brought a mean of safeguard data and value in way
never possible before. Also made possible to create decentralized
trustable economies where everyone can takepart of without a central
authority with a shared governance. This whitepaper carefully explains
how blockchain technology can be used to innovate the soccer industry
and its transaction dynamics worldwide. Soccer and Blockchain in the
same team. Mainly how everyone who might be involved can enjoy
reliable blockchain technology.
2. Our history
As a company we united a team of people concerned in the well-being
and the advancement of the soccer environment management and evolution
through the technology since the middle of 2021 when the
cryptocurrency technology became evident with the boom of Bitcoin and
other Altcoins (alternative cryptocurrencies to Bitcoin). Since then
we have been validating the ideas with research and adjustments to
what we have become now. But that is just the beginning,we aim to
bring technology closer to the public, to the athletes and to the
sports environment so we all can benefit from it the best way
possible, along with further evolution of the process and the
technology.
3. Vision
Our vision is also our mission and will be working very hard to
achieve it. Our mission is to encourage young soccer players around
the world to pursue their dreams and get involved in the whole sports
environment.LIO helps your child be a good sport by being a good role
model, encouraging a positive attitude and showing interest.
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4. About Us
LIO Sports is a Swiss startup that seeks the integration of new
technologies with soccer,seeking to create a fairer, more competitive
and productive environment. Formed by advertisers,computer engineers
and lawyers, it has closely followed blockchain development
worldwide.We are passionate for soccer and we have been presenting our
solution in a passionate way in events,pitches, startups roundtables
and LIO Sports was selected as one of 20 finalists among 700
competitors. The pitch presentation happened in the Future Blockchain
Summit 2022 in Dubai.

5. Purpose
Use new technologies to create a soccer’s scenario of high
performance and equality.Cryptocurrencies, coins, and tokens that are
connected to the sports industry.
A. LIO Sport helps children get fit, develop skills, make friends
and learn to manage emotional highs and lows.
B. Help your child be a good sport by being a good role model,
encouraging a positive attitude and showing interest.
C. Focus on effort, participation and fun, rather than on winning
and losing.
D. If children don’t want to play sports, they have many other
options for physical activity.
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MARKET OVERVIEW 2022
Soccer is a worldwide sport whose industry has been gaining in
value.The challenges in competitions are increasing, marketing
campaigns pervade social media and transactions are increasing in
amount invested.Soccer is the most widely supported sport in the world
shared by people from everywhere. The soccer industry generates
millions of dollars in revenue. In the first half of 2019 world soccer
alone made 518 player negotiations, a total turnover of £582
million.According to the Annual Review of Football Finance 2018,
produced by Deloitte/UK in the 2016/2017 seasons, Premier League clubs
handled more than £1.6 billion which represented a 20% growth over the
previous year.FIFA has published through the Global Transfer Market
Report that in 2018 the market moved over $7 billion,a 10.3% increase
over 2017. £22.8 billion is the sum of the value of the players of the
100 largest football clubs in the world. Combining the tangible assets
of these clubs and bank account values totaled £11.1 billion. Finally,
combining the income of club owners/investors, the number is £ 928
billion. The owners are divided by Europe (28%),Americas (28%), Asia
(21%), Africa (1%) and 21% for member owned programs. Considering the
30 largest football clubs in the world the value of the players is £
14.3 billion, being; United Kingdom (10 clubs), Spain (4 clubs),
Germany (4 clubs),USA (3 clubs), France (3 clubs), Italy (3 clubs) (1
club). More than $7 billion dollars was traded in 14,000 soccer
players transfers just in the last European window (2018). CBF's
Registration, Transfer and Licensing Board surveyed the partial data
of the trading windows that involve Brazilian clubs. Summing up in the
last window between arrivals and departures, 330 players were included
in operations, with 58 involving amounts The total amount of these
transactions exceeds R$ 900 million. Brazil is the largest exporter of
new football players in the world followed by Argentina and France.
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EXPECTATIONS AND REALITY

Despite those huge numbers in the professional soccer environment,
around the world, considering the youngsters who are dreaming of
becoming the next soccer player, only 1.5% will reach the professional
level. The difficulties are extended by the inexistence of the free
selection process (promoted by private companies) which increases the
lack of opportunity to show their game style to the clubs. Corruption
also triggers a psychological problem in the minds of potential
talents who do not even get tested for injustice. Added to this, new
talents face low security in their communities and financial
difficulties, and the challenges increase if they do not make deals
with middle-men. So any possibility of connection to a club is very
low. Another big challenge for world soccer is the number of players
who are left in the market without a contract and with very low
visibility, out of the radar of football clubs, because(...)
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THE ECOSYSTEM
they do not play regularly, they are not being seen by traditional
media. In Brazil, from every 3000 young players who´s entering a
selection process just 25 will advance to the next stage in the clubs.
Present Sports Ecosystem
Stadiums are architectural delights, home of passionate supporters who
do not take their eyes off the field. Broadcasts are gaining quality
and becoming more dynamic, striving to include viewers in the game.
Nevertheless, the many innovations, problems still remain. Many soccer
players have left the market because they didn’t receive the necessary
financial support and investors have suffered at the hands of greedy
agents. Therefore, new business models are needed to transform society
and to strengthen the beloved sport. The growth and dissemination of
soccer has given rise to demand that has created a complex ecosystem
of relationships between the various actors in the sport, including a
wide range of products and services. We have observed that this
ecosystem is self supported, circulating value, goods, and services
between everyone involved.
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These include the following:
Ticket sales for games
• The production of official club merchandise
• The sale of sports goods in official or third-party shops
• Fan associations and memberships
• Team sponsors
• Advertising
• Maintenance services to clubs and their stadiums
• Tourism
• Soccer players bonuses and salaries
• Third-party events in stadiums
Target Market
If just 1.5% of youngsters reach the professional career, it means
that we have a very large untouched market. What inspires us? Looking
at the best football players in the world and imagining that someone
played better but we will never know. We are developing the first
decentralized football player platform that uses blockchain technology
to make a full profile validation of the new talents registered on our
platform considering distributed sources (football websites, athletes
monitoring system, social media, people-to-people) and rewarding those
who help us to collect data. The platform allows people around the
world to give financial support to new talents celebrating smart
contracts with rewards between them. Thousands of talented players are
out of the game because of the lack of psychological and financial
structure. Worse than that, corruption is turning the "best players”
into just anonymous people" that will never get to play
professionally. For these players out there we are building an entire
new ecosystem where they can thrive and show to the world their talent
without fear and with technology support provided by Ole Sports.
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WHY LIO TOKEN
Currently, assets are circulated through intermediaries under the
control of regulatory agencies. On the one side are consumers and the
goods and services providers. On the other side are the banks, card
operators, and regulators. Within the traditional payments systems,
the involvement of card operators and banks make transactions
expensive and unnecessarily slow, decreasing providers’ profits.
Therefore, the existence of these intermediaries makes the system
inefficient. Banks have been reporting earnings, and one item not
getting enough attention is a rapidly growing line item called
“noninterest income,” which is a boring term for fees that banks
charge their customers, both businesses and consumers. It’s a business
that’s growing like mad: for some large regional banks, it’s already
close to 40 percent of their income! Some growth in fee revenues is
happening because customer accounts are growing, but banks have been
pushing up what they charge for fees for years.These fees come in all
shapes and sizes, but consumers are familiar with most of them:
Withdrawal fees for ATMs. Deposit fees. Transaction fees. Insufficient
funds fees. Annual fees. Inactivity fees. Checking account fees.
Mortgage fees. Credit card fees. Fees for deposit slips even. It’s
endless! As for management, there are not a few cases of corruption
and scandals involving the club bases. More recently, two of the
largest stadiums in Brazil were news stories connecting the
construction companies and the “car wash” operation. Lack of
transparency often takes fans away from participating in loyalty
programs, or even investing in clubs. Weakening a link that could be
of benefit to all. They say every boy dreams of being a soccer player!
Surely what those kids do not realize is that less than 1.5% of those
who try can achieve the dream of becoming (...)
a professional. In addition to training costs, young players face
barriers like entrepreneur’s eager for profit, lack of psychological
preparedness, family structure, pressure for results and scarce
opportunities. The lack of financial incentives means that many
players will never be able to pursue their dreams. To those who get
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there, after so much effort, face another challenge! According to
figures released by the Brazilian Football Confederation (CBF) in
2016: 82.40% of the country's 28203 professional players earn up to
THOUSAND REAL SALARY PER MONTH. But for bank deposit accounts, the
sky's the limit on fees. What to do? Shop around, to begin with.
Bankrate.com found that 38 percent of banks offer non-interest bearing
checking accounts with no monthly fees or balance requirements. “I am
not ashamed to speak, I am an example of all these difficulties that
Brazilian players go through. I've had difficulties with very low
salaries. It often happens that I even have no salary. I already had
no place to live because I had no money to rent, I lived under the
bleachers, I lived in a friend's house. I've also seen a lot of
friends having a hard time and having no money to eat. – Defender
Rodrigo Lacraia (31)
HOW WE SOLVE THE PROBLEM
With so much at stake for athletes, clubs, supporters, sponsors,
brands, service providers, the soccer environment needs more
transparency, evolutionary technology, scalability, better governance
and much more. LIO TOKEN is the first decentralized player platform
developed in Blockchain to bring more confidence to the football
business.
LIO Token makes a direct connection between new talent and football
clubs after rigorous verification of match information for new talent.
It also allows the direct investment from any soccer lover in the new
players registered in the platform, without intermediaries. Validation
of game profiles is done by machine learning, monitoring software and
distributed (person-to-person) sources. Creating a friendly
environment for sports lovers the platform analyzes shared data and
will launch a segmented market place for users. We are launching an
unprecedented game profiling system, but we also understand that no
one will waste time answering questions, interacting with new players
or the like if they get nothing in return. For this reason, the
unprecedented opinion verification system is a practical system for
rewarding these sources. The verifications will be made by members,
sports professionals, football club professionals, international
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professionals, national and international players, champions and
former players

SOLUTION BASED ON TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTION - Former Brazilian players are helping to build the search
algorithm for new talent. High level connection between the project
and the biggest clubs in the world. LIO Token - The first player
transfer platform that supports crypto payments including Lio Token
that was developed specifically for the platform. 24 HOURS - All
connections are made by our platform with immutable Blockchain
records. Negotiations can be done by a mobile application giving more
speed to the business.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND BLOCKCHAIN
"The practical consequence [...is...] for the first me, a way for one
Internet user to transfer a unique piece of digital property to
another Internet user, such that the transfer is guaranteed to be safe
and secure, everyone knows that the transfer has taken place, and
nobody can challenge the legitimacy of the transfer. The consequences
of this breakthrough are hard to overstate.» - Marc Andreessen In
simple terms, a blockchain can be described as an append-only
transaction ledger. What that means is that new information can be
LIO TOKEN PASSION FOR SPORTS
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written to the ledger, while existing information, stored in blocks,
cannot be edited, adjusted or changed. This is accomplished using
cryptography to link the contents of the newly added block to each
block before it, such that any change to the contents of a previous
block in the chain would invalidate the data in all blocks after it
(@Forbes).Blockchains are consensus-driven. A large number of
computers are connected to the network, and to reduce the ability for
an attacker to maliciously add transactions on the network, those
adding to the blockchain must compete to solve a mathematical proof.
The results are shared with all other computers on the network. The
computers, or nodes, connected to this network must agree on the
solution, hence the term “consensus” (@Forbes). This also makes the
work of appending data to the ledger decentralized. That is, no single
entity can take control of the information on the blockchain.
Therefore, we need not trust a single entity because we rely on
agreement between many entities instead. The beauty of this construct
is that transactions recorded in the chain are publicly published and
verified, such that anyone can view the contents of the blockchain and
verify that recorded events actually took place (@Forbes). Whatever
transfer of data and assets can benefit from the blockchain technology
making it tamper proof and easily verifiable. Bitcoin was the first
use of blockchain, since then, a lot of evolution has happened and
keeps changing with many private and government entities looking
forward to harnessing the blockchain potential.
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HOW TO UNDERSTAND BLOCKCHAIN WITH LIO SPORTS
SOCCER AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES :
This one spreadsheet is called a block. The whole family of blocks is
the Blockchain. Every node has a copy of the Blockchain. Once a block
reaches a certain number of approved transactions then a new block is
formed. The Blockchain updates itself every ten minutes. It does so
automatically. No master or central computer instructs the computers
to do this. As soon as the spreadsheet or ledger or registry is
updated, it can no longer be changed. It’s impossible to forge it. You
can only add new entries to it. The registry is updated on all
computers on the network at the same time.
IMPORTANT POINTS :
1) A Blockchain is a type of diary or spreadsheet containing
information about transactions.
2) Each transaction generates a hash.
3) A hash is a string of numbers and letters.
4) Transactions are entered in the order in which they occurred. Order
is very important.
5) The hash depends not only on the transaction but the previous
transaction's hash.
6) Even a small change in a transaction creates a completely new hash.
7) The nodes check to make sure a transaction has not been changed by
inspecting the hash.
8) If a transaction is approved by a majority of the nodes then it is
written into a block.
9) Each block refers to the previous block and together make the
Blockchain.
10) A Blockchain is effective as it is spread over many computers,
each of which have a copy of the Blockchain.
11) These computers are called nodes.
12) The Blockchain updates itself in regular intervals, the Bitcoin
blockchain updates every 10 minutes, and faster blockchains have been
developed since then such as Ethereum, Litecoin, Dash, Stellar, NEO
just to name a few.
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REGISTRATIONS
All player registrations will be made in Blockchain to bring more
confidence to investors. The verification request system will be done
in a distributed manner as will the reward for the interactions.
Transfers on the platform will be made in digital currencies. The end
results will be: + Privacy + Immutable Records + Distributed Sources +
Participation Reward + Digital Currency Integration.
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CONNECTING PLAYERS TO INVESTORS
NEW WAY TO SUPPORT PLAYERS:
In this decentralized business platform, young players will be able to
create smart contracts, registered on the Ethereum blockchain, with
investors anywhere in the worlds. SAD REALITY IN MANY LIFE OF YOUNG
SOCCER PLAYERS YOUNG PLAYER WITHOUT MONEY TO TRAINING ABANDON THE
DREAM TO BECOME A PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS OUTSIDE THE ECOSYSTEM Imagine
a young player playing in some small African town who needs financial
support to continue playing.

This player can enter the business

platform of Olé Sports Lab, register what they need, and reward people
who choose to help him to acquire what he needs. Once the player
proposal is completed and validated, any investor in the world will
have access in real time and can accept the smart contract with the
young player, sending value in the form of LIO Token in exchange for
the Player Token. In addition, our platform can convert LIO Token to
Bitcoin, and send it to a registered wallet. Using our decentralized
pool of players, smart contracts can be created without the need of
intermediaries, absurd fees, and bureaucracy, providing communication
between players, who need an incentive, and small investors worldwide.
The platform will also list those players who have fulfilled contracts
and investors who have been rewarded. A breach of a published smart
contract will be made publicly available as well.

Nothing will

prevent a young player from creating a smart contract with an investor
from another country, or even with a person who until then had not
invested in soccer.
Contracts may be formulated in exchange for sports materials, travel
tickets, participation in tests, sponsorship, or financial incentives
for young players. Rewards may be stipulated in terms of shirts,
tickets, special areas, private parties, or financial returns for a
future contract. Olé Sports Lab will bring supporters to a new
business environment where they can invest in new players. This
support is of the utmost importance to providing young people with
stability in their transition to athletes and citizens. x Buyers can
follow players’ development and receive first-hand updates from
LIO TOKEN PASSION FOR SPORTS
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players with whom they have contracts via the decentralized blockchain
technology development fund once the OPENING OR ACQUISITION OF AN OWN
CLUB stage is reached on the Roadmap. A development of a Players Fund
will take place in the third phase of the LIO Token sale, after the
ICO of the digital currency. The fund may still consist of LIO Token
HOLDERS who previously authorized Olé Sports Lab to "hire" players,
who in turn will receive a percentage of the profit obtained from a
transaction involving a player. The platform will enable fans to
invest in specific club projects, as long as their plans are approved
by the fans at Olé Soccer Integration. Clubs across the world will
offer smart contracts with diverse benefits to new investors
interested in supporting projects that will meet the needs of each
institution. Fans can sponsor the construction of stadiums, acquire
naming rights, among many other things. A possible composition of each
Soccer Player Token Distribution may work as follows:
1. 40% To the player
2. 40% Holded to assure the buyers investment
3. 10% Holders community
4. 10% Olé Sports participation
The value of each token is solely based on the ability of the
athlete.

Our Goal :
We use Blockchain because we need a reliable environment for
exchanging information, drawing up smart contracts, and executing
value transac- tions without intermediaries, directly into each
participant's wallet.
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LIO DEFINITION:
A unit of value that an organization creates to self-govern its
business model, and empower its users to interact with its products,
while facilitating the distribution and sharing of rewards and
benefits to all its stakeholders. The LIO Token is an BSC-20 token,
designed and used solely on the Ethereum platform. They follow a list
of standards so they can be shared, exchanged for other tokens, or
transferred to a crypto-wallet, in a peer-to-peer manner.
SECURITY TRANSACTIONS:
The security of OLECOIN is guaranteed by private keys and encrypted
public keys. Imagine that LIO Token’s blockchain is a bank with
multiple safes. Each safe has a key and an owner. A private key is a
string of letters and numbers that confirms that the owner of the
currency has authorized a transfer. Transactions occur via wallets
(virtual wallets), where coins are stored. LIO Tokens are not stored
inside the wallet. All balances and transactions are registered on the
blockchain, and the wallet allows access to that balance, as well as
making transfers or receiving payments in a way that is far safer than
traditional banks thanks to various layers of encryption. Thus, the
wallet only stores the public and private security keys. Then, it
creates a connection so the person can control their LIO . It is
important to have a wallet to be able to store your LIO Token safely,
especially if the goal is to store the coins for a considerable
period. Exchanges and brokers are more frequently targets of hacking
attempts than individuals. Transactions work like any other
cryptocurrency transfer: you choose the address you want to send the
Lio’s to, check the amount, and the mining rate (transfer rate) you
are currently paying. It's just as if you were doing a bank wire
transfer. The difference is that there is no bank limiting the
transfer amounts and mediating the deal.
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WHY TO BUY LIO TOKEN :
TOKEN SPECIFICATION
Token Name: LIO
Smallest Unit: 0.00001 LIO
Symbol: LIO
Decimal: 18
Max Supply: 1,000,000
CONTRACT:0xbCc608002765339db153d07250D516bc4356531b
FUNCTIONALITIES IN THE PLATFORM :
The LIO token has different functionalities in the platform. It works
just as money in the real world with some advantages.
INVESTING IN NEW SOCCER PLAYERS :
Fulfilling LIO#s main purpose, token holders will be able to use it to
make the percentage purchase of new football players rights of
contracts. This is done through our player platform in which new
talents will create their own token, then the Pair OLE/PLAYER will be
made available. This is an innovative way to create a more egalitarian
environment in football. Everyone who purchases LIO COIN in the ICO
period will be able to use their coins in the second half of 2023 for
this purpose.
FAN ENGAGEMENT :
LIO will be a partner of football clubs that will enhance their
fundings through the use of the currency. Official partners will have
a specific platform on which fans will use their heart clubs' tokens
to vote, exchange information and participate in the club's day-to-day
activities
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LIO DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

There is no doubt that social programs linked to sports are tools for
social inclusion, especially in Brazil. As a result, there is an
increase in the number of people with disabilities who practice
sports, contrary to the tendency of conformism and social isolation
characteristic of such conditions.In deprived communities in
particular, sport prevents children and adolescents from turning to
crime.
In addition to the promotion of physical and psychological health,
sport has an inclusive characteristic. Discipline and civility,
indispensable for the performance of any sport, are acquired by
practitioners and applied in various fields of life in society. Sport
offers the possibility of change for marginalized people, such as
those with disabilities and those in situations of social
LIO TOKEN PASSION FOR SPORTS
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vulnerability. Once allied with a quality education, sport becomes a
transforming agent for people and situations. Existing projects, such
as Second Time, Social Soccer Schools, and Single Central of the
Favelas (CUFA), which take sport and cultural activities to low-income
children, already have excellent results and testimonies.
Therefore, the possibilities of inclusion, through sport, are
numerous.

For example, governors can increase the number of places

for sport, parks, and courts, and can improve the structures present
in schools, thus integrating sports and education and improving social
interaction.
Therefore, it is necessary to expand inclusion projects that use sport
as a tool of change in such a framework, either through NGOs or by
combining public and private initiatives for the improvement of
society, such as soccer schools in complexes and housing clusters
where resources are scarce. It would also be beneficial if there were
more open-air academies and collective classes of aerobic exercise to
improve the health, leisure, and wellbeing of the population in
general.
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LIO ROADMAP : 2022
GROWING STEP-BY-STEP 1) Writing of the first version of LIO Token
Whitepaper / January, 2021
2) Creation of LIO on BSC Blockchain / November, 2021
3) November, 2021: Lio agrees to participate in the project as
Football Director bringing all his experience as a former player and
Brazilian Champion
4) Smart Dubai Global Blockchain Challenge/March, 2021: Lio Sports was
selected as 20 finalists among 700 competitors. The pitch presentation
happened in the Future Blockchain Summit 2021.
5)

Acelera Startup/August, 2021: Olé Sports participated at the

event with two days training, mentorship and competition.T
6) Lio Token Sale 1st Round (LAUNCHING) / August, 2021: Release of the
first phase of Lio token sale for private investors. This stage will
be limited to 25% of the Max Supply and the fixed price is USD 1.25
7) Open Company/October, 2021: Constitution of Olé Sports Lab in
crypto-friendly country, closure of partnership to review the
whitepaper and align legal details related to the development of the
company.
8) First Soccer Player Contract (MOU) / May, 2021: Signing a contract
with the first player to allocate a percentage of their future
transaction to make the payment in Lio.
9) First UN Donation for Sports / May, 2021: Of the total amount of
coins sold in the Lio Token Sale 1st Round, we will make the first
allocation of funds for social transformation projects through soccer,
with the records properly listed at the United Nations agency official
partner of Olé Sports Lab.
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10) First Soccer Club Contract (MOU) / June, 2021: Partnering for
development and implementation of tools and platforms that use
blockchain technology in soccer.
11) Wallet Web + Electrum / June, 2021: Web Wallet + Electrum Wallet
release from LIO.
12) Olé ADS Credits (Sponsorship)/July, 2021: Lio Sports Lab
sponsorship agreement with the partner club on the Lio ADS Credits
model.
13) Olé Challenge II / July, 2021: Event with the participation of one
of the ambassadors of the Lio Sports Lab sharing tips on the career of
a soccer player.
14) Launch CraquEX / July, 2021: Project led by Lio Sports Lab focused
on former soccer players that will seek the integration of the same in
the institutions supported by Lio.
15) Lio Official Social Media Beta Version / August, 2021: Launch of
the beta version of the official social network of Lio Sports.
16) Lio Payment Gateway / August, 2021: Prepare of the Payment Gateway
in Lio Token for e-commerce.
17) Lio

Challenge III/August, 2021: Event with the participation of

one of the ambassadors of the Lio Sports Lab sharing tips on the
career of a soccer player.
18) Lio Challenge Game I (São Paulo) / August, 2021: Official game
between the ambassadors of Lio Sports Lab against a local team. The
goal is to present the benefits of digital coins to the general public
through a charity event that will take in local soccer projects.
19) Second UN Donation for Sports / August, 2021: Of the total amount
of coins sold in the period of Lio Token Sale 2nd Round (ICO), we will
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make the second allocation of funds for social transformation projects
through soccer with the duly listed records at the United Nations
agency official partner of Lio Sports Labs. Update for second version
of the marketplace integrating brands, clubs, and fans into a unique
platform for selling products and services.
20) Decentralized Players Platform II / August 2021: Update for second
version of the platform that will allow the acquisition of the
player’s percentage of transfers by new investors.
31) Decentralized Players Platform III / April 2022: Last update final
version of the platform that will allow the acquisition of the
player’s percentage of transfers by new investors.
WHAT IS A ROADMAP? The project roadmap is a graphical, high level
overview of the project's goals and deliverables presented on a
timeline. Unlike the project plan where details are fleshed out, the
roadmap should be simple and free of minutiae. This makes the project
roadmap a useful tool for managing stakeholder expectations, as well
as for communicating plans and coordinating resources with other
teams. On our website you can follow the roadmap progress. More
information is shared monthly on our social media channels. Stay tuned
at the news, events, videos and with every detail of our development.
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https://leonidasbilic.io/

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

TWITTER
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